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Indexing Multimedia Databases: A Review of Current Challenges and Opportunities

Abstract

Numerous factors have resulted in a large increase of multimedia material available on the Web.
This paper looks at some of the challenges facing those in the field of information retrieval with
effectively indexing this multimedia content.  Text-based and content-based indexing are explored as
well as challenges arising from the semantic gap or the differences in the way that computer systems
can process data and the way that human beings perceive objects.  Areas of success are explored and
recommendations are made as to how best to exploit the successes that have occurred.  The paper
concludes by noting that while a lot of research has been done the inability to work cohesively on
solutions using agreed upon standards has held back progress in the field.

Introduction

In 2000, Michael Lew estimated that 73 percent of the Web was visual media (Lew, 2000).  The
explosion in images on the Web has been attributed to a number of factors from digital cameras and
image scanners (Liu et al., 2007) to mobile phones and social networks (Enser, 2009).  Whatever the
reason, there is an extensive amount of visual content accessible via the Web that has yet to be
indexed in a comparable way to that of textual information.

Content-based access to textual databases has been made possible by XML schemas and RDF, which
have created standardised methods for sorting data that computers can easily read and index (Manning
et al., 2008).  This has allowed the Web to perform more like a database which has increased the
performance of information retrieval systems in terms of average precision, returning more relevant
results to users and allowing more advanced information seekers to search in more specific ways than
was before possible (Powers, 2003).

Why then hasn’t content-based image retrieval been able to keep pace?  A lot of it has to do with
language.  Providing content-based access to textual information is a matter of better organising text
so it can be indexed in a way that is more meaningful to users.  However, for images, videos, and
music, words alone are unable to fully represent the source material to which they refer.

Keyword Indexing

This hasn’t stopped keywords from being used to describe multimedia content.  Starting with images,
for many users, two common places to start their search for images are on Flickr and Google Images.

Flickr just indexed its four billionth picture (Champ, 2004).  Its immense collection is one of the
reasons that it is so popular amongst information seekers.  The size of the collection on Flickr is of
particular note when it is compared against a figure from ten years earlier, which stated that the size of
the entire image collection on the indexable Web stood at only 180 million (Lawrence and Giles,
1999).  It would not be possible for Flickr or any large image collection Web site to have staff
manually enter keywords for images.  Flickr, however, does collects some information about its photo
collection automatically, for example, the format of a given picture and the type of camera it was shot
on but relies more on a folksonomy of tags from the image uploader for classification and indexing.

A folksonomy is a system where content creators submit tags that they feel best represent the file they
are tagging (Mathes, 2004).  This is not an organized system and as such this method is particularly
vulnerable to the variations in meaning for an image based on human perception.  Put another way,
the terms used by the person who uploaded the image may not be the same terms that a querying user
would associate with the image.  This disparity leads to relevant images not appearing in a users
search results because there is no term match.  All folksonomies will have this problem, so YouTube,
which has 20 hours of video added every minute (Junee, 2009), can be shown to have the same
problem for videos that Flickr has with images.  For music, the iTunes Store or MySpace Music can
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be said to have a similar problem though not organised by a folksonomy they are organised by terms
which miss a lot the content that words cannot express.

Some keyword indexes do try to mitigate at least one of the problems mentioned, that of variance in
human perception.  Google Images uses a program called Image Labeller to produce keywords for the
images it indexes.  This is a more complex method for collecting keyword data.  It works like this: a
user is paired with another user at random.  The two users do not know each other.  They then both
look at the same image and type in the words they feel best represent the image.  If they both choose
the same word then that word becomes associated with the image as a keyword term.  The terms are
then weighted based on their rarity so that less common words are weighted more heavily to produce
better results for the user (Google, 2007).

This programme borrows from two pieces of research.  The first is the “ESP game” introduced by von
Ahn and Dabbish (2004) which made keyword indexing into a game in which two players tried to
guess what the other was thinking when they looked at the same image.  The other is by Li and Wang
(2003) who proposed the idea of decreasing the weight of terms used often.  This programme has a
number of merits in that the pairing of two random users cuts down on the subjectivity of human
perception by forcing out terms that are shared by at least two users and the term weighting allows
queries for more obscure object to be able to cut through the noise and rise to the top of result lists.
However, these two random users may not include all relevant terms.

Content-based Indexing

In the 1980’s indexing systems began to move away from text-based indexing of images and towards
content based indexing which makes use of the pixel data to create indexable content.  Some of the
early systems include QBIC (Flickner et al., 1995), Photobook (Pentland et al., 1996), VisualSeek
(Smith and Chang, 1996), and Virage (Bach et al., 1997).  The systems used statistical probability
formulas on the pixel information in order to generate information about the image (Enser, 2009).
Systems then use that information to segment the image into regions representing objects (Carson et
al., 1999).  There are many different systems for this but basically what each of them does is to
evaluate the data to look for similarity between pixels based on a number of criteria (Carson et al.,
1999; Deng et al., 1999; Kompatsiaris et al., 2001).

A range of measurable data can then be extracted from each region.  One dataset is the colour of a
region.  This is obtained in a number of ways but results in a figure that represents either the average
colour or dominant colour in a region (Liu et al., 2007).  Another measurable dataset is texture, which
is again extracted by starting from a small set of pixels and then moving outward until the difference
exceeds a set parameter (Manjunath et al., 2001).  One problem with texture is that it requires
rectangular objects so when arbitrarily shaped objects occur they must be padded with mirror images
to create rectangles (Liu et al., 2004).  In addition, spatial relationships can inform the system as to the
content of the image using descriptors relating to whether regions appear above, below, to the right, to
the left, in front or touching another region (Ren et al., 2003).

However, each of these datasets alone creates problems for information seekers.  For example,
Vasconcelos (2004) gives a good example of this when he shows two images that have identical
colour histograms but are visually extremely different, one of the words “you can” in white against a
black background and the other a series of white dots, that when taken together are equal in weight to
the words in the first image but here spread out sporadically over the black background.  Equally, the
shape of a sailboat and a mountain could be roughly the same even though the objects are quite
different.  With texture grass and hair could appear the same.  Lastly, with spatial relationships,
simply saying that two objects in an image touch is meaningless without addition information.  The
implication is that systems need to use all extracted content information in concert and also
compensate for errors at each feature level so that images returned reflect what the user is seeking.

The problem with these systems is that they often required users to query-by-example.  That is, one
must enter an example image as a query term for the system to analyse, extract information from, and
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seek similar information to from the multimedia index (Santini and Jain, 1998).  The problem here is
that users do not often have images available when they are making a query.  However, mobile
phones that have cameras and internet access are finding ways to bridge this gap as seen most recently
by the programme Google Goggles where a user can take a picture with their camera phone and then
search for information about the image (Chappell, 2009).

With audio searching a similar query-by-example problem exists.  Again, here systems have been set
up to allow for searching with a query term of an existing sounds (Wold et al., 1996), a user-generated
melodic phrase (Pauws, 2002) or a user-generated rhythmic phrase (Kapur et al., 2004).  However,
having a file on hand or an interface for users to submit audio queries has limited the practicality of
such search methods.  However, one could imagine that if Google Goggles is successful future
applications for mobile phones could analyse sounds from the library on that user’s phone or from a
sound they could generate.  Another option would be to create an interface so that a user could use a
standard computer keyboard to create a musical query term in MIDI format, which could then be used
to search an audio database (Tzanetakis et al., 2002).

The “Semantic Gap”

The problems just mentioned above underpin the major challenge of content-based information
retrieval.  Namely, a user is searching for information that is conceptual similar to their query term but
are being returned information which is merely visually or sonically similar which is referred to as the
semantic gap (Eakins and Graham, 1999).  The semantic gap is the term used to describe the
differences in the way that computers collect information from an image and the way that humans
perceive their visual world.  The problem is humans are able to look at an image and classify the
image using high-level semantic understanding whilst computers that solely extract low-level
measurable data can only classify images buy their similarity to each other.  This is why a computer
could confuse a sailboat with a mountain but a human would never do so.

However, the difficult part of building machines that can marry a visual representation with a
language-based representation is that we don’t truly understand “the coupler” in humans that is able to
put those two representations together (Percy, 1975).  It would seem to be a monumental task then to
facilitate learning in machines that is so unexplainable, mysterious, and seeming automatic in humans
and yet progress is being made.

Bridging the Gap

A major tool for overcoming the semantic gap has been the creation of the MPEG-7 file.  This file
provides standardised data for the video portion, the audio portion, the audio-video descriptors, a
standardised language and a systems portion (Manjunath et al., 2002).  This large scope of
standardised metadata had been a key absence in building accurate indexes until MPEG-7 was
created.  MPEG-7 includes descriptors for content-based information mentioned above including
three descriptors for shape, three more for texture, and a number for colours (Manjunath et al., 2002).
MPEG-7 is then used to assess the similarity between two objects by taking all the information and
running it through a decision framework based on fuzzy logic or logic that makes use of a spectrum of
truth values instead of relying on a simple binary, yes or no, arrangement as it allows a greater
number of figures which is vital.  To give just one example, there is not a certain cut off point where
blue becomes green, so it is important to say that a region is “mostly blue”, “somewhat blue”, or
“slightly blue” and to have numerical values that equate to these linguistic modifiers.

What MPEG-7 is allowing for is an object ontology, or a series of low-level features which taken
together equate to a higher-level semantic concept (Mezaris et al., 2003).  This is then used to create a
semantic template where guides are given to system so that if they encounter a certain set of figures
then a statistical model allows the system to produce a query result that has a probabilistically high
chance of being correct (Zhuang et al., 1999).  The system is learning definitions.  However, just like
teaching a child it is an extremely time consuming and iterative process to teach a computer system
(Feng and Chua, 2003).  The system can be continual trained in a number of ways, which can all be
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used together.  One method is to feed the system a large set of training images of a single concept and
let the computer find similarities between the actual content in the picture to help the computer
determine the correct concept (Li et al., 2005). Similarly, the system then uses statistical modelling to
organise the information collected.  When a system is faced with a query, in many models it will
return results which have the greatest similarity within a k-dimensional space, where each dimension
is an attribute that can be ascribed a value.  Still another tool for bridging the gap is relevance
feedback, which asks users for their input regarding the relevance of a set of returned results.  The
computer system then takes this information into account by reweighting terms so that users are
actually instrumental in redefining the term (Zhou and Huang, 2003).  The last area to discuss in
regards to bridging the gap is making use of both textual and content-based information as there is
certain information regarding the date of the picture or particular locations that cannot be ascertained
without annotation (Enser, 2009).  As a final note, even though the idea of images has been used in
the preceding discussion, the same tools can also apply to enhancing search for audio and video.

Building on the success of video and fine art systems

A good example of a text-based classification scheme can be seen in the fine art world with the Art
and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT).  The AAT is a controlled vocabulary of over 120,000 terms that is
both hierarchical and faceted.  It can provide a very detailed account of an image with one code.
However, only one code can be used for each image, which can result in information about an object
represented in an image but miss the inferred subject matter of the image (Goodrum, 2000).  The
problem is one of using an outdated paradigm, where objects are thought to have one location on a
shelf even though now a combination of codes or term is best to give a more accurate account of a
file.  However, even if the AAT were expanded into an ontology that could be used like any other
metadata standard as seen in the research by Wielinga et al. (2001) the problem arises that current
structures like DublinCore are too simple and limited.  Wielinga et al. (2001) were forced to make
modifications to the ontology for more complicated pieces, which was possible but these types of ad
hoc solutions restrict the usability of entire ontologies outside of the collection for which the are
designed.  The fine art sector shows that a controlled vocabulary can be helpful but it needs to be
robust and it needs to be set in a standard format agreed on by the majority of the community it
wishes to serve.  However, if this could be developed the next step would be to create a further
thesaurus linking natural language to the codes in this ontology so that users could engage in tagging
images with accepted codes where they could easily find the codes by searching for a concept in
natural language.

Video has proved to be an easier medium to analyse than images or audio with one possible reason
being that “a clump of pixels moving together through time probably represents an entity in real life”
(Enser, 2009:47) meaning that objects are easier to identify in videos.  Sivic and Zisserman (2003)
proposed a number of techniques to make video search respond more like text search which may be
able to be applied to images and audio as well.  His ideas are that video, like text, can benefit from
rejecting a “stop list” of common terms which visually means filtering out noise or visual information
that occurs so often that it can only slow computation down but not provide additional clues about an
object’s identity.  Another idea that he proposes borrowing from text-based search is spatial
consistency, which visually works just like text by creating visual phrases.  In this case, if elements
occur closer together they will be weighted at a higher probability of being the desired object over
elements that appear farther apart.  Finally, he suggests creating an inverted file of visual words with a
corresponding hit list.  The criticism of Sivic and Zisserman’s work is similar to that of many of the
researchers in this field and that is that the test data used, in this case two feature films, means that a
system can work in a small environment but doesn’t show that it has the scalability to be applied to
the entirety of the Web.  However, if this system were scalable it appears that it would also apply to
images and audio by cancelling out a certain percentage of data that occurs to often to be discerning,
by looking for relationships between objects in space or time, and by organising extracted objects into
inverted files.
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Conclusion

There has been a lot of work on content-based image retrieval.  Eidenberg (2004) found that the
subject results in over three hundred scientific publications each year.  The largest problem continues
to be scalability and creating a solution that works as well for general image databases as it does for
videos and specialist image databases.  In order, to make these systems work a lot of the research that
has been done will need to be integrated together.  To bridge the semantic gap, a number of tools need
to be used in concert and computers need to continue to learn.  As an iterate process, there is reason to
believe that computers can continuously become better at learning the semantic meaning for images
over time just as a child does.  Many of the indexing facilities necessary to organise multimedia data
exist.  The challenge is to bring them all together to realistically mimic human perception and provide
more meaningful results for users whilst avoiding the degradation that occurs when binary decision
trees get overloaded which even for the best trees, like the R*-tree, takes place after only 20
dimensions (Faloutsos et al., 1994).
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